, superficially similar to that obtained upon digesprotein complexes can be considered as bona fide chrotion of eukaryal chromatin fibers. However, the digestion matin structures. The differences in stability at the monoladders were very short, and the length of the repeated particle level should be due to structural differences unit was inferred to be ‫06ف‬ bp. In our view, this inference between HMf and core histone H3/H4 tetramers, i.e., to raises many questions [3], since the DNA in such partithe complete absence in HMf of histone tails beyond cles would have to be severely bent, much more so the histone fold. We speculate that the existence of core than in the canonical eukaryal nucleosome, which may represent the limit of possible bending of the rigid DNA 
containing eukaryal nucleosomes (hereafter often referred to as octasomes), the H3/H4 tetramer-containing particles (referred to as tetrasomes, following Prunell's nomenclature [13]), and the HMf-containing "nucleosome" will be detectable by AFM imaging. To approach this issue, we have obtained images of nucleoprotein fibers reconstituted on tandemly repeated DNA sequences or on short DNA fragments with either histone octamers, H3/H4 tetramers, or purified HMfs. Various to-center distances remain the same for all particle arrays whereas the number of base pairs per particle diminishes from the octasome to the tetrasome to the HMf-containing particle. Reconstitutions on DNA substrates containing multiple repeats of a strong nucleosome positioning sequence are expected to give the same number of particles in all cases (which is what we observed; see Discussion). Then, a change in the length of DNA wrapped around the various protein cores would be expected to give rise to larger center-to-center distances in the case of the smaller particles. This seeming discrepancy results from the way the center-to-center distances were measured: large gaps that may have been due to a missing particle on a given repeat were not measured. On the other hand, these gaps were by necessity included in the contour length measurements that served as the basis for estimating the length of DNA wrapped around individual particles.
Finally, we measured the heights of individual particles within the three kinds of arrays. When chromatin fibers are deposited on mica or glass for imaging, the nucleosomes seem to attach to the surface via the histones, i.e., with their faces down [19] . With such an orientation of nucleosomes on the surface, we would expect a height of ‫5ف‬ nm for octamer-containing parti- Figures 3d-3f show that the means octamers were partially cleaved with MPE, a nucleosomal ladder that extended up to 12 nucleosomes was of the frequency distributions were at ‫,061ف‬ ‫,041ف‬ and ‫021ف‬ bp per particle. It is worth noting that the distribuobserved on agarose gels (Figure 5a ). A very similar ladder was obtained upon MPE cleavage of HMf-contions were somewhat broader for the octamer and tetramer cases than for the HMf case. At a first glance, it taining reconstitutes (Figure 5a) , with a seemingly puzzling peculiarity: the ladder never extended far enough may appear that there is a discrepancy in that the center- Figure 3f ). The accessibility of the two reconstituted fibers to AluI and DraI cutting was strongly dependent on whether the fiber contained octamers or HMfs. These sites are close to the dyad axis of the octamer-containing nucleosome (Figure 1b) , and, as expected, they are rather well protected in the octasome fiber (compare degree of digestion of AluI and DraI with RsaI, for instance). With both enzymes, however, the HMf reconstitute was much more susceptible to cleavage than the octasome fiber. We will discuss this point further, after presenting our results on monosomal particles. To make sure that the appearance of only one retarded band was not dependent on the length and/or on the specific sequence of the DNA fragment used for reconstitution, we performed band-shift analysis by using a shorter piece of the same 5S rDNA sequence or by using a completely unrelated sequence, again in two lengths At first sight, the digestion patterns of the HMf monoreconstitute looked different from both the octasome and the tetrasome (Figure 9a) . Since it is known that MNase possesses sequence specificity of cutting [38] , and since we knew from the AFM imaging that the HMf monoreconstitutes often exhibited rod-like morphology (see Figure 7) , we compared the digestion patterns of free DNA to those of the HMf reconstitutes. Indeed, as expected, the two substrates shared a lot of bands (Figure 9) . A detailed comparison of the digestion of naked DNA and its HMf-reconstituted counterpart was performed on the GUB 179 bp-fragment (this fragment is devoid of significant intrinsic curvature and behaves normally on polyacrylamide gels, which facilitates the analysis). A representative gel is shown in Figure 9b , and selected traces are shown in Figure 9c . The traces make us appreciate the contribution of the rod-like structures to the pattern and, more importantly, that the HMf-containing particle does produce a prominent band at ‫07ف‬ bp (slightly smaller than the ‫37ف‬ bp fragment in the tetrasome digest) and another band of about twice this length; both of these bands are not present in the naked DNA pattern. The appearance of the ‫07ف‬ bp band in the HMf-nucleoprotein complex lends credence to earlier studies reporting MNase digestion products in the range of ‫06ف‬ to ‫07ف‬ bp [11, 27-29]. However, these Figure 9 shows, while the octasome clearly exhibits kinds of nucleoprotein reconstitutes is also evidenced by the ladders of digestion with MPE, MNase, and rethe core particle intermediate digestion product, this product is barely distinguishable both in the tetramerstriction enzymes.
Second, the center-to-center interparticle distances and HMf particle-digestion patterns; moreover, both the tetrasome and HMf-particle produce major DNA fragin HMf 1) , digest the HMf fiber much more avidly than the octasome fiber. while very well expressed in the octasome fibers, is actually difficult to discern in the tetrasome fibers; the Finally, the HMf monoparticles seem to be much more unstable than the octasomes or tetrasomes. The former pattern for the HMf fibers is actually closer to that of the octasome fiber, in agreement with the center-toexist in equilibrium with rod-like structures, as evidenced by both the AFM images in Figure 7 and by center distance distributions in Figure 3 .
Third, the structural properties of individual particles the MNase digestion pattern in Figure 9 . The digestion pattern of HMf reconstitutes on short, monosome-(octasome, tetrasome, and HMf-containing) can be deduced from the measurements of some parameters in length DNA fragments is actually a superimposition of a monoparticle pattern and that of naked DNA. This AFM images. Thus, particle heights, whether measured at the fiber level or at the level of monoparticles, are lower stability of the HMf monoparticles may easily explain the "disappearance" of mono-, di-, tri-, and even greatest in octasomes, intermediate in tetrasomes, and least in HMf-containing particles (Figure 4) . This is extetraparticle DNA fragments in both MPE and MNase digestion patterns of long fibers (see Figure 5) . Once actly what is expected on the basis of the known composition (number and size of proteins) of the protein cores these long fibers are digested down to a certain length (four or fewer particles), the resulting intermediate digesof the respective particles.
Another interesting structural parameter of the indition products are unstable and, hence, cannot be observed. We may speculate that in the eukaryal nucleovidual particles is the number of base pairs of DNA associated with the protein cores. As Figure 3 shows, some the DNA wrapped around the histone octamer is, in a way, "locked" into place by the core histone tails the octamer organizes ‫061ف‬ bp, the tetramer, ‫041ف‬ bp, and the HMf, ‫021ف‬ bp of DNA. These numbers are only extruding through the aligned minor grooves of the neighboring DNA gyres [20, 21]. The HMf particle cannot approximate (see Experimental Procedures for an explanation of how the measurements were done) and may be stabilized in a similar way because of the lack of these random-coiled tails. actually slightly overestimate the respective lengths. It is reassuring to see that our AFM measurements do Fifth, the organization of the HMf-containing particle shows some features that distinguish it from both the reflect (albeit in relative, not absolute terms) the biochemically-derived DNA lengths organized by complete octasome and the tetrasome. Interestingly, band-shift
